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Investor news no. 32/2024: Dataproces has on June 19th entered into an agreement on our SaaS solution KØS

The contract for KØS has been entered into with a municipality in Jutland and is now the 47th municipality using our

solution to assist with overall financial management.

KØS is a platform that helps municipalities with overall financial management. The platform contains three modules,

including: KØS: Udvikling i finansieringsgrundlaget (Development in the funding base), KØS: Statsgaranti eller

selvbudgettering? (State guarantee or self-budgeting?) and KØS: BefolkningsBlik (PopulationView). By using one or more

modules on the KØS platform, the country's municipalities gain in-depth insight into the development of their own revenues

and expenses, thereby increasing insight into their own economy.

 

General information about agreement announcements as investor news:

All announced agreements are in accordance with Dataproces' strategic focus and do not change the announced guidance.

As the SaaS platforms MARS, MARC, REVIEW and KØS are central to the guided company strategy, each time a agreement

is entered into with a new municipality, it is announced - as well as in the case of an agreement to extend delivery within

one of the areas to an already existing customer, if the annual turnover from it is expected to exceed DKK 100,000.

Furthermore, it is announced when an agreement is entered into for the delivery of a DataAnalysis task where the expected

fee is greater than DKK 250,000. Similarly, if agreements are entered into for delivery to a new customer in a new customer

group, where the expected fee is greater than DKK 250,000.

Dataproces distinguishes in the announcements between 3 municipality size categories; the 50 smallest municipalities are

called municipalities, the 38 middle ones are called larger municipalities and the 10 largest are called top-10 municipalities.
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About Dataproces Group A/S

Dataproces is an innovative software- and consulting house, specializing in AI supported solutions targeted at the Danish

municipalities and their digital administration. The solutions range widely from robot technology and SaaS to data analyzes

as well as collaboration and consulting. The starting point and purpose are always the same: to use data to create new

knowledge, smarter processes and increased efficiency for the benefit of both citizens and municipalities.

Dataproces – we create value with data!
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